Sex in basic research: concepts in the cardiovascular field
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Abstract

Women and men, female and male animals and cells are biologically different, and acknowledgement of this fact is critical to advancing medicine. However, incorporating concepts of sex-specific analysis in basic research is largely neglected, introducing bias into translational findings, clinical concepts and drug development. Research funding agencies recently approached these issues but implementation of policy changes in the scientific community is still limited, probably due to deficits in concepts, knowledge and proper methodology. This expert review is based on the EU GenMed project (www.eugenmed.eu) developing a roadmap for implementing sex and gender in biomedical and health research. For sake of clarity and conciseness, examples are mainly taken from the cardiovascular field that may serve as a paradigm for others, since a significant amount of knowledge how sex and oestrogen determine the manifestation of many cardiovascular diseases (CVD) has been accumulated. As main concepts for implementation of sex in basic research, the study of primary cell and animals of both sexes, the study of the influence of genetic vs. hormonal factors and the analysis of sex chromosomes and sex specific statistics in genome wide association studies (GWAS) are discussed. The review also discusses methodological issues, and analyses strength, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in implementing sex-sensitive aspects into basic research.
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1. Introduction

Women and men are biologically different at the level of the cells, the organs and the organism. While sex refers to biological differences between males and females, in terms of genetics, epigenetics and endocrinology, gender refers to sociocultural status. Gender aspects are specific to humans, while sex differences can be studied in animal models and isolated cells. Knowledge on sex specificity in animal models, on different signalling pathways and physiology is needed for interpretation of human diseases. Yet, in many research fields the proportion of studies utilizing male and female animals favours males. This bias occurs even in the majority of transgenic mouse strains with cardiovascular or immunological phenotypes where significant sex differences are obvious. Furthermore, there is ongoing scientific debate about the benefits of preclinical studies of sex differences, when balanced against the potential harm of introducing conceptual and empirical errors into research.

Drug development is getting more and more difficult and costly, and new approaches are needed. The philosophy of precision medicine asks us to replace the ‘one size fits all’ paradigm by more targeted approaches. Understanding sex specific mechanisms and deciphering why preferentially one sex or age group is protected or affected shall lead to opportunities of developing better therapies for all. All the sex specific differences impact understanding of physiology, pathophysiology and response to therapy.

The impact of sex and gender (S&G) is particularly well studied in the field of CVD (Figure 1). Sex and gender influence CVD by their effects on heart, brain, heart/brain interaction, their effects on the vasculature and the peripheral muscle, liver and kidney, drug metabolism and excretion. This has recently been reviewed elsewhere by our Eugenmed group. Therefore, we also chose CV research as a main area for the present review and analyse how introducing sex specific aspects in basic research will open new paradigms in understanding human disease.

The aim of this review is not to cover in a comprehensive manner all approaches to analyse sex in basic CV research and we refer to previous work for this purpose. In contrast, we aim at presenting concepts, mechanisms and best practice examples mainly from Europe but including also leading scientists from other areas of the world, as they were identified in the FP 7 funded project EUGenMed (www.eugenmed.eu). Not only research findings are discussed but also resources (Table 1) and principles for basic research on sex differences with their strength, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.

2. Methods

The present materials have been gathered within the interdisciplinary EU funded project EUGenMed (FP 7, www.eugenmed.eu). EUGenMed aimed at building a roadmap for implementation of sex and gender in European biomedical and health research. This expert review is part of this roadmap. It is built on a systematic collection of the literature in our database ‘gendermeddb’ that contains more than 13,000 references on sex and gender in medicine and basic research, including major reviews on research strategies and educational resources (Table 1) and the analysis of this database in the EUGenMed project. We also screened PubMed with the same search terms for most recent publications that were not yet included in the database.

The selection of the main focus, cardiovascular research, is based on the result of the EUGenMed process (www.eugenmed.eu). Legitimation of the writing group has been achieved by selecting this group of experts from a large set of European stakeholders in gender medicine. This was done at the EUGenMed kick-off conference in an open, transparent process. Experts were invited to four conferences and a workshop held in Berlin and developed together the present paper.

3. Mechanisms for sex differences: sex chromosomes, sex hormones

Primary factors causing sex differences are sex chromosomes, which are present in every cell type and differ between males and females, followed by maternal and paternal imprinting, by incomplete X-inactivation and epigenetic modification (Figure 2). They induce early in embryogenesis gonad development and the synthesis of sex hormones. Sex hormones, synthesized in the gonads or extraglandular tissues, interfere with the effects of sex chromosomes. Notably, testosterone is converted to estradiol by aromatase in many organs. Activational effects of sex hormones, that require presence of the hormone and organizational (delayed) effects that result frequently from epigenetic modifications and persist in absence of hormones must be separated. Sex differences in transcriptomic regulation may arise from purely genetic differences XX vs. XY, from maternal or paternal imprinting, but also from secondary epigenetic modifications and effects of hormones. The brain plays a major role as it controls hormone production via the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) and hypothalamic–pituitary–gonadal axes, the growth hormone system, and finally behaviour.

3.1 Developmental origin of disease

In line with the new paradigm of the Developmental Origins of Health and Disease (DOHaD), and throughout the life cycle of ancestors, parents and offspring, the environmental factors to which an individual is exposed throughout life can leave an epigenetic footprint on the genome that dictates the coordinate expression of genes. Non-genetic and non-cultural heritability of susceptibility/resilience to common chronic diseases often show sex-specific differences. This is due not only to the chromosomal sex (XX or XY) before gonad differentiation, but later on, to a complex intermingling of both hormones and X/Y genes regulating autosomal genes through epigenetic processes. Crucial periods are gametogenesis and the early development, where the individual’s epigenome is particularly sensitive to the effects of the environment, building up the individual’s health capital to respond more or less well to the vagaries of life and most often in a sex-specific manner. Changes in sex differences for epigenetic marks and modifiers also revealed the existence of different adaptation mechanisms in males and females.

3.2 Hypothalamus–pituitary–adrenal axis

Dysregulation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis is associated with increased risk of depression, the metabolic syndrome and accelerated cognitive decline as a person ages. Activity of the HPA axis is ‘programmed’ in utero: overexposure of the developing foetus to excess glucocorticoids is associated with low birth weight and increased reactivity of the HPA axis with associated adverse health including cardiovascular risk factors, cardiovascular diseases (CVD), asthma and poorer cognitive function. Sex-specific differences in early life programming of the HPA axis in humans may underpin the observed sex differences in these diseases. Psychosocial stress and glucocorticoid medications affect placental glucocorticoid biology and HPA axis function in early- and later-life. Female offspring have increased diurnal cortisol secretion and...
Further, permeability of the female placenta to maternal glucocorticoids increases following maternal stress. Changes in placental permeability are associated with changes in the expression of 11β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase enzymes in the newborn. Thus, sex differences in the effects of maternal stress and in the placental handling of glucocorticoid hormones may be a mechanism underlying sex differences in diseases later in life including depression and cardiometabolic disease.

Table 1 Resources on sex in basic research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.eugenmed.eu/">http://www.eugenmed.eu/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://gendermeddb.charite.de/">http://gendermeddb.charite.de/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://sbgmeducationsummit.com/">http://sbgmeducationsummit.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://genderedinnovations.stanford.edu/">https://genderedinnovations.stanford.edu/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://sgwhc.org/#hash.TZ5i3znd.dbps">http://sgwhc.org/#hash.TZ5i3znd.dbps</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.cihr-irsc-igh-isfh.ca/">http://www.cihr-irsc-igh-isfh.ca/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.sexandgendercourse.org/">https://www.sexandgendercourse.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://gender.charite.de/en/education/elective_courses/">https://gender.charite.de/en/education/elective_courses/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.isogem.com/">http://www.isogem.com/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HPA axis reactivity, compared to males. Further, permeability of the female placenta to maternal glucocorticoids increases following maternal stress. Changes in placental permeability are associated with changes in the expression of 11β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase enzymes in the newborn. Thus, sex differences in the effects of maternal stress and in the placental handling of glucocorticoid hormones may be a mechanism underlying sex differences in diseases later in life including depression and cardiometabolic disease.

3.3 Sex hormones and the brain
Sex differences in brain morphology have been described in both rodents and humans in many different areas such as hypothalamus, amygdala, hippocampus, cortex and others. Differences are present in the volumes of brain nuclei, cell numbers, synapse number, and expression of genes/proteins. However, for the majority of these sex differences it is still not clear how they exactly develop, and what is the connection...
between particular sexually dimorphic brain structure and behaviour, diseases of peripheral organs or psychiatric illnesses. Although majority of sex differences in the past have been attributed to the action of sex steroid hormones, recent studies suggest that brain sexual differentiation is not simply a consequence of masculinization of male foetal brain by testosterone. Prepubertal exposure to oestrogens might be responsible for active feminization of mouse female brain, and several studies in rodent models have shown contribution of sex chromosomes to the sexual differentiation of certain behaviours such as aggressive and parental behaviour, social interaction, and others. Epigenetic regulation also contributes to the sexual differentiation of the brain. The effect of these differences affects disease related behaviour and thereby outcome of diseases in the human.

3.4 The X chromosome and Genome wide association studies

Genome wide association studies (GWAS) have advanced our understanding of the genetics of complex diseases. However, most of the GWAS analysed the 22 autosomal chromosomes only so that, although the X chromosome constitutes 5% of the genome and underlies almost 10% of Mendelian disorders, it harbours only 15 of the 2800 associations reported by GWAS of nearly 300 traits. There are various reasons for not including the X chromosome in GWAS: (i) poor coverage, (ii) increased workload owing to sex-specific quality control, (iii) power issues owing to a smaller sample size, and (iv) the requirement for specific tools.

Such specific tools are needed because males and females have unequal numbers of X chromosomal loci. This needs to be addressed in the genotype-calling step and has consequences for genotype imputation and association analyses. Additionally, in the process of X-inactivation, large parts of one of the female X chromosomes are silenced, so that one copy in males and two copies in females have equal effects. X-chromosomal genes are silenced in one female X chromosome in some individuals. This is important when deciding how to test for associations with X chromosomal variants as described recently.

In future GWAS, the inclusion of X chromosomal data might partly explain the missing heritability of complex diseases, especially those with sex-specific features.

3.5 Epigenetic control of gene regulation

Sexual dimorphisms arise due to a combination of genetic determinants and environmental cues which are frequently transmitted by epigenetic regulation. Including DNA methylation, non-coding RNAs and histone modifications, epigenetic regulation is essentially involved in S&G-specific gene regulation. Imprinting is a well-known epigenetic process of allele-specific gene regulation dependent on the parent of origin. Whether the maternal or paternal alleles of imprinted gene clusters are expressed is independent of the underlying sequence, but mainly determined by DNA-methylation and certain histone modifications. Another epigenetic control of gene expression is the X-chromosome inactivation that is specific to females and describes the random inactivation of one X-chromosome by an IncRNA.

More recently, studies have been addressing the question of whether there are sex-specific epigenetic modifications of both alleles. Indeed, several autosomal sex-dimorphic DNA methylation sites as well as histone modifications have been identified in different mouse organs and were often linked to sexually dimorphic expression patterns. Since most studies so far are limited on single epigenetic marks in one tissue and mouse strain, it would be advantageous in the future to integrate data from studies of epigenetics, gene expression and protein abundance.

3.6 Sex differences in transcriptomic and proteomic regulation

The limited approaches for genome-wide expression profiling of the heart under physiological conditions indicate that there are relatively
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few genes with a sexually dimorphic expression, which actually seem to
be sex chromosome-linked. The situation changes dramatically under pathological conditions. In pressure overload-induced hypertrophy, the response of the cardiac transcriptome significantly differs between men and women. In response to pressure overload, fibrosis and inflammatory pathways are increased, while those associated with energy-producing processes are decreased in hearts from males. In contrast, in heart from females, pathways associated with energy production are increased and those associated with fibrosis-related and inflammatory processes are decreased. Other whole-genome profiling studies reported sex-specific transcriptomic differences in end-stage heart failure (HF) and in new-onset heart failure. Sex and age interact on cardiac protein expression, with an upregulation of pro-inflammatory and pro-apoptotic proteins in males and angiogenetic and cytoskeletal proteins in females and a downregulation of cytoskeletal proteins in males and of integrin signalling in females (Figure 3). Moreover, there is good evidence that oestrogen affects gene expression in the heart in a sex-specific manner, as discussed below for collagen synthesis. In particular, the activation of the extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) pathway, i.e. ERK phosphorylation, after non-nuclear ERα ligation, appears capable of activating an autophagic cytoprotection cascade. Furthermore, some pumps at the cell surface, able to maintain intracellular milieu, are as well up-regulated by oestrogen signaling pathways. It can be hypothesized that these two mechanisms can partially explain the higher propensity of cells from females, in which the oestrogens-ER binding predominantly occurs, to counteract exogenous stress activating an autophagic cytoprotection response.

4.2 Mitochondrial function

Mitochondria exhibit a strong gender-specific behaviour as they are exclusively maternally inherited and exert differential effects in males and females. Because of this exclusive maternal transmission, the interest in the role of mitochondria and sex determination is growing. Most of the mitochondrial proteins are encoded by the nucleus; therefore, mitochondrial structure and function are tissue-specific and subjected to sex-specific influences. In addition, ERs are also present in mitochondria, promoting mitochondrial biogenesis, respiratory activity and signaling pathways for protection against oxidative stress which is related to a number of CV pathologies. Sex differences in mitochondria potentially include energy production, defenses against oxidative stress, substrate utilization, calcium regulation, mitochondrial biogenesis and mitophagy and mechanisms of apoptosis (Figure 4) (for review). For example, mitochondria from females have higher resistance to ischemia/reperfusion injury because they produce less reactive oxygen species (ROS) and have higher antioxidant capacity. Female rodents have altered post-translational modification of several mitochondrial proteins, including ALDH2, a protein that is involved in cardioprotection, suggesting that altered phosphorylation of mitochondrial proteins alters ROS handling in female mitochondria. Genes involved in metabolism and mitochondrial biogenesis show different patterns of regulation in female compared to male mouse hearts that might contribute to the lower severity of heart failure in females. Female rats are much less sensitive to the cardiotoxic effects of anthracyclines by mechanisms involving mitochondria. Whether a similar difference is present in human heart remains to be explored.

4.3 Fibrous tissue synthesis

Cardiac fibrosis leads to global heart dysfunction and is a major predictor of heart failure. In humans, sex differences in cardiac fibrosis exist under specific pathological conditions. For example, in aortic stenosis, men show higher collagen deposition associated with higher activation of pro-fibrotic markers compared with women. Similar to humans, hearts from male mice show more cardiac fibrosis under pressure overload, correlated with higher activation of pro-fibrotic genes, compared to hearts from females. Through activation of ERα and ERβ, decreases the development of fibrosis in hearts of female mice. Only few studies compared ER signaling on cardiac fibrosis in both sexes. In a mouse model with pressure overload induced myocardial hypertrophy (MH), ERβ limited fibrosis in hearts from females, but promoted it in males. Possible mechanisms include activation of ERK signaling and control of collagen synthesis via ERα or sex-specific phosphorylation of ERα and ERβ (Figure 5). Hearts of female mice show significantly less ERβ-modulated mRNA induction compared with those from males. In vitro studies, using rat cardiac fibroblasts from both sexes, delineate the sex-dimorphic regulatory role of E2/ER on pro-fibrotic gene expression.

3.7 Sex hormone receptors

Key component in expression of sex differences are the signalling pathways activated by the oestrogen and androgen receptors (ERs, AR). ER and AR belong to the family of nuclear receptors and are important regulators of a plethora of cellular events and strong epigenetic modulators. Two ERs, ERα and ERβ, bind to the DNA and function as ligand-induced transcription factors thereby regulating gene expression and cell function. In addition, activation of ER that are localized to the plasma membrane results in signalling cascade activation, such as ERK/MAPK and PI3K. ERα and ERβ can regulate gene expression differentially within the same tissue or cell and they can exert different effects in females and males. These differences may be attributed to either sex differences in DNA and histone modifications, in co-factor expression or different levels of ERα relative to ERβ. Therefore, the preponderance of one of these ER over the other, and their expression at the cell surface (mER) and access to nuclear DNA might change the impact of oestrogen activity, as discussed below in more detail. Oestrogen can also bind to a newly described orphan G-protein coupled receptor (GPR30), which is located at the cell membrane and can acutely activate signalling kinases.

4. Sex differences in major cellular functions

Sex and oestrogen exert a plethora of effects in all CV cells and on almost all cellular functions. As these have been reviewed in detail recently, we focus in this review on 3 best practice examples for mechanisms that affect almost all CV cells, cardiomyocytes, fibroblasts, endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

4.1 Sex differences in cell death and survival

XX and XY cells have different susceptibility to undergo apoptosis, anois, autophagy or senescence. The response of cells from males and females to the same stress, e.g. oxidative, leads to a different fate, i.e. XX cells are more resistant to microenvironmental injury and to death insults than cells from males, and survive better, e.g. undergoing autophagic cytoprotection. Oestrogen, through nuclear and surface oestrogen receptors, modulates cell survival and death signaling pathways (Figure 4).
5. Translational approaches

Translational approaches, i.e. studies spanning the bridge from experimental model systems to the human, or vice versa, often do not consider sex or sex differences. There are a few exceptions: first, sex differences in DNA methylation predict sex differences in CV phenotypes in animal and cell systems and in the human. Second, sex differences in cardiac metabolism and related phenotypes may be translated from mice to men. Third, studying the interaction between pregnancy and CVD in experimental systems and in the human may be considered a translational approach.

5.1 Sex differences in epigenetics

Epigenetic modifications represent the mechanism by which the environment influences the genome and gene expression. Intrauterine undernutrition leads to sex specific promoter methylations in metabolic and cardiovascular genes. In an experimental study, intrauterine hypoxia led to greater PKCepsilon depression in male than in female hearts of foetuses and adult offspring. Hypoxia-induced methylation of SP1 sites in the PKCepsilon promoter was significantly greater in males than in females, and this was associated with greater depression of PKCepsilon and sensitivity to ischemic injury in the males. Patients with heart failure present an altered promoter methylation in genes involved in contractility, fibrosis and apoptosis; however it remains to be established whether DNA methylation state participate in the gender-specificity of these genes. Lower global leukocyte DNA methylation was associated with higher cardiovascular risk in postmenopausal women. Sex specificity in DNA methylation may be mediated by the fact that DNA modifying enzymes, i.e. histone acetyl transferases CBP and p300 are recruited to the DNA by oestrogen and androgen receptors and that DNA de/methylases are expressed in a sex-specific manner.

5.2 Lipid and glucose metabolism in the myocardium

In a number of models, based on studies in mainly male rodents, HF shifts myocardial metabolism away from fatty acid and towards glucose.
metabolism. Since glucose is a more oxygen-efficient fuel than fatty acids, this was first considered to be beneficial, in particular in ischemic conditions. However, it now becomes apparent that this shift leads to insulin resistance and earlier functional deterioration. Female animals did better in non-ischemic HF models than males and this was associated with better preservation of mitochondrial metabolism and fatty acid utilization.\textsuperscript{28,49} Translation of this sex difference to humans has recently been accomplished. In human left ventricular remodelling under pressure overload, sex-dependent regulation of metabolic pathways occurred with a less severe decrease in mitochondrial gene expression in the female than in the male heart.\textsuperscript{23} Moreover, healthy women have a greater capacity for myocardial fatty acid oxidation than men a characteristic that is preserved in HF.\textsuperscript{50}

5.3 Pregnancy complications and later CVD: focus on vascular function

A woman’s reproductive history serves as a predictor for later risk of CVD. Preeclampsia (PE), a disorder peculiar to human pregnancy, is characterized by concomitant occurrence of hypertension and proteinuria.\textsuperscript{51,52} Women with a history of PE have higher CVD risk if compared to women with normal pregnancy. PE women delivering preterm and mothers with recurrent PE carry even greater risks for later CVD and kidney failure. Being the mother of growth restricted baby or a preterm infant also increase the risk of CVD later in life. PE and CVD share risk factors such as diabetes, obesity or hypertension,
and pathogenetic mechanisms such as oxidative stress, endothelial dysfunction and insulin resistance. In women who develop PE, the threshold for clinical CVD is breached during pregnancy and subsequently again later in life, as increasing age is added to the already present and/or newly acquired CVD risk factors. In this way, adverse pregnancy outcomes may reveal women at increased risk of CVD in later life.³

6. Drug development

More and severe adverse effects of drugs in women than men led to drugs withdrawn from the US market between 1997 and 2000 (US General Accounting Office 2011 Drug Safety). Indeed, new drugs often fail in the phase 3 studies. Deficits in correspondence of animal models to the human study settings, i.e. participant selection, may
play a role. The new technical possibilities to study the ‘omics’ help to select sex-specific targets. Recently, sex differences in omics have been evidenced also in adult and neonates of humans. However, sex differences appear to be organ- and stimulus specific, and these variables have to be considered in the experimental approaches.

Different life phases of women and men are not sufficiently considered in drug development. The decline of the endogenous production of hormones, in particular, oestrogen at menopause, often leads to functional disorders. In a more general manner, it will be mandatory to study the interaction of sex with age in women and men. Finally, it is relevant to recall that the pharmacodynamic aspects should be considered more intensely in sex-specific drug design.

6.1 Sex differences in preclinical research

Most preclinical research in drug development is done using male animals and cells with unidentified sex. However, significant differences exist in the outcomes of male and female mice in models of myocardial infarction, pressure overload and genetic CVDs, diabetes mellitus, multiple sclerosis or other diseases that are often not considered by the researchers. As extreme consequences, a drug or gene modification may be effective in a male animal model and completely ineffective in females on some outcome parameters, or vice versa. For example, transgene overexpression of melusin, a muscle-specific chaperone protein capable of ERK1/2 signaling activation in the heart, reduced early mortality after myocardial infarction in male mice but failed to do so in female animals (Figure 6).

6.2 Structure-function of oestrogen receptor in vivo: optimization of its modulation in medicine

Oestrogens display protective effects on the development of atherosclerosis and type 2 diabetes in animal models. ERα, but not ERβ, is necessary for most of the arterial and metabolic actions of E2. Under certain conditions, oestrogen may have deleterious effects on the uterus and breast as well as increase risk of venous thromboembolism. These two deleterious actions represent the main limitation and Achilles’ heel of classic oestrogen therapies and may have contributed to the negative results of the Women Health Initiative.

The full length ERα is composed of six domains containing the two independent activation functions AF-1 and AF-2. Owing to specific transgenic mouse models, the respective roles of AF-1 and of AF-2 activation functions, and the «membrane initiated steroid signalling» (MISS) could be elucidated as well as their physiological roles in the proliferative effects of E2 on sex target, arteries and metabolism.

Selective oestrogen receptor modulators (SERMs) have a highly tissue-specific action. Indeed, SERMs are molecules that retain some desired/beneficial actions of oestrogens (on bone for instance) and oppose some deleterious effects particularly on breast (ER positive breast cancer proliferation and recurrence). A challenge is thus to develop new SERMs based on the uncoupling between the beneficial effects of E2 and its proliferative effects on reproductive targets and/or its venous prothrombo-embolic effects. For this purpose new SERMs or combination of oestrogens with a SERM with potentially greatly improved safety profile have been developed.

![Figure 6](example.png)

**Figure 6** Example of sex differences in preclinical research. Survival of melusin overexpressing (OE) mice after myocardial infarction in comparison with untreated controls. (A) Whole group, males and females, (B) males only, (C) females only. Survival in the whole mixed sex group is significantly improved, even though females do not benefit.
6.3 Cardiac function, testosterone and PDE5-inhibitors

Sex-specific clinical characteristics have been discussed related to oestrogen levels. However, several studies have also found relationships with varying levels of testosterone. For example, lower testosterone and higher E2 levels correlate with increased risk of CVD and CV mortality in men. Testosterone replacement therapy (TRT) in hypogonadism moderates metabolic components associated with CV risk, but it remains unclear whether low testosterone is an actual cause-effect relationship.

The androgen receptors are present in cardiac myocytes from multiple species, including men and women. Androgen exerts a hypertrophic effect via a direct AR-mediated pathway, while loss of androgens due to castration in men or AR antagonist remarkably reduces cardiac hypertrophy and fibrosis. In clinical setting, male patients with heart failure present deficiencies in circulating androgens, including testosterone, and the androgen level is an independent predictor of poor outcome.65

Androgens regulate the cGMP-specific phosphodiesterase 5 (PDE5) expression and functional activity in cardiac tissue. PDE5 is overexpressed in cardiac hypertrophy and in ischemic cardiomyopathy. PDE5 inhibitors have provided cardioprotection against a broad range of heart diseases in experimental and clinical studies and are discussed as new treatment options for heart failure.66 However, a large clinical trial testing the efficacy of PDE5 inhibitors in patients with heart failure, RELAX, mainly enrolled male patients and failed. After the failure of the RELAX trial, animal experimental work revealed the reason why the trial design was less than optimal. The PDE5 inhibitor sildenafil ameliorates cardiac failure caused by Goq overexpression or pressure overload through an oestrogen-dependent mechanism in female but not male mice.67 This observation shows the importance of quality pre-clinical work and the need for sex-specific consideration in general and in the use of PDE5 inhibitors in heart failure. The registered ‘RECOGITO’ trial (NCT01803828) has subsequently been designed to measure gender differences in response to PDE5i in cardiac remodelling occurring in patients with type 2 diabetes.

7. Principles for basic research on sex differences

7.1 Study primary cells of both sexes

Cultured cells are largely used to identify molecular-signaling pathways. Nonetheless, recent surveys of the literature report poor acknowledgement of the sex of the cells. In a review of the 10 cardiovascular journals with impact factor, only ≈20–28% reported the sex of cells.68 In a survey of a recent issue of the American Journal of Physiology Cell Physiology, 75% of all publications did not report the sex of cell lines or animals.69

Studying differences in primary cell lines would be of valuable interest to decipher hormonally driven from intrinsic differences between male and female cells unrelated to hormonal exposure.69

The development of high-throughput screening assays to identify and develop drugs for various human diseases is largely based on the use of cell lines or primary cells. Considering the sex disparity in disease severity and response to drugs, the question of whether the screening should be made on male or female cells or on both sexes is important and must be included in the interpretation of results.69 Indeed, many stroma cells produce sex hormones, express their receptors and change during culture. Oestrogen receptors vary during culture passage at least in rat aortic vascular smooth muscle cells.70 Permanent cell lines are reported to lose their sex chromosomes. Therefore, sex chromosome complement of the cells and production and expression of sex hormones in the cells under study needs to be determined before analysis.

7.2 Study animals of both sexes

The large majority of studies using experimental animals including transgenic ones use only males. Most male biases are encountered in pharmacology, physiology and neuroscience, and female bias in immunology.71,72

For example, some of heart failure animal models present major sex differences and similar differences are found in other diseases.73 Today, animal testing is commonly used in preclinical studies for drug development. It is therefore of extraordinary relevance and importance to understand and to validate these tests for each sex. However, inclusion of sex needs caution when extrapolating to humans. For example, in contrast to humans, in some mouse strains, male animals are more susceptible to type 2 diabetes mellitus and have more severe disease than females.74 This is however not true for all strains and some studies indicate that tissue injury in diabetes in females may occur with less pronounced hyperglycemia and glucose intolerance.72 Additionally, particularly in the rat, females show less ischemia-reperfusion injury; however, this is not observed in all animal studies.73

The argument that females are more variable due to oestrous cycle and thus increase variability has been questioned.75,76,77 Indeed, females are less variable than males for several endpoints and oestrous cycle related variability does not need in general to be controlled in female mice.74,75

On the opposite, variability may be increased when male and female sexes are mixed. Regular reassessment of animal models can help to identify sex differences and human relevance of each model for sex-specific research. Finally, the international differences in the usage of soy in fabrication of experimental animal diets have sex specific effects on expression of cardiac pathology in particular.76

In conclusion, accounting for sex (as well as other biological variables such as age and hormonal status) increases transparency and enhances reproducibility in results among laboratories.77

7.3 Study genetic vs. hormonal influence and include sex chromosomes in GWAS

In recent years, two genetic mouse models have been developed to provide insights into the interaction of sex chromosomes and sex hormones. This is first the four core genotype (FCG) mice, with the translocation of SRY gene on an autosome. This translocation results in two extra geno/phenotype combinations.78 In addition to WT females (XX) and males (XY), there are animals with two X chromosomes and testes (XXY)78 males and animals with X and Y chromosomes with ovaries (XYO77 females). In these mice, the genetic sex does not correspond to their phenotypic sex, although they are still exposed to sex steroid hormones during development, but not appropriate for their karyotype. Another mouse model, steroidogenic factor 1 knockout mice (SF-1 KO), completely lack gonads due to gonadal agenesis early during development.78 Both of these models, FCG mice and SF-1 KO mice, have shed important information, e.g. about the contribution of sex chromosomes to the sexual differentiation of the brain and other organs.

To detect genetic bases for sex differences, all chromosomes, including the sex chromosomes, must be included in genetic analysis. To overcome the hurdles of X chromosomal analyses, pipelines for analysing X or Y chromosomal data within a standard GWAS have been established. By selecting specific algorithms and parameter settings, the analysis of X and Y chromosomal SNPs is manageable and gives new clues as to the genetics of complex diseases.79,80
7.4 Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of present approaches

At a time of personalized medicine and precision medicine, a special attention to sex specific mechanisms to unravel the impact of cellular XX vs. XY chromosomes, and their interaction with effects of oestrogens vs. androgens during the foetal period and lifetime is needed for defining homogenous target groups. Strengths of sex specific approaches include the power to detect new pathways in females and males, and to describe better the effects of sex hormones and their interaction with age, ethnicity, and environmental conditions, to reduce variability in animal models by analysing homogenous groups with well-defined sex and sex hormone status (Figure 7).

Weaknesses arise from extrapolating reductionist findings from animal models to complex human beings. Naturally, the relevance of mice or rats for extrapolation to humans must be questioned. Sex differences interfere with genetic, i.e. strain differences. Moreover, adequate animal models for menopause transition are lacking. Surgical ovariectomy in young female mice eliminates all ovarian tissues and ovarian hormones, LH, FSH and progesterone, including testosterone synthesizing stroma cells, and not only ovarian follicles as is the case in natural menopause.80

Problems arise since isolated cells and particularly permanent cell lines may modify or loose sex chromosomes, which can lead to very specific behaviour and limit their usefulness. Thus, confirmation of the sex chromosome content of a cell line under investigation is mandatory. However, all preclinical research is usually subject to criticism for reductionist approaches and it may be overcome by careful and critical selection of models.

Opportunities include the power to detect new drugs that fit women or men better, that may even act in women or men only and to understand new and hormone-driven mechanisms in pathophysiology.

Threats arise from the misconception of researchers, and deficits in knowledge of suitable models and specific research tools, on the cost-effectiveness of the approach, and the limitations of the in vitro settings for modelling sex.2,81 However, these questions are far not confined to sex differences but rather address all preclinical research. It must be acknowledged that studying sex requires expertise and knowledge to develop significant research hypotheses and highly specific tools to answer these questions.

8. Views from non-European countries

8.1 Views from Canada

In 2010 the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) began to require all grant applicants to answer questions about whether and how they address S&G in basic science research.82 CIHR’s Institute of Gender and Health recognizes that sex differences in the occurrence of pathologies and therapeutics is a complex interaction between biological factors (sex) and social, historical, psychological and environmental (gender) parameters.83 In 2010, <20% of basic scientists in Canada reported consideration of sex or gender. This number has since doubled, but remains unacceptably low as the inclusion of sex in basic research drives discovery of disease mechanisms.84 For instance, Canadian scientists recently discovered that different immune cells mediate mechanical pain hypersensitivity in male and female mice, opening the door for new drug development that targets microglial pathways in males and T lymphocyte pathways in females.85

In coming years, two measures will hold basic scientists to higher levels of accountability. Mandatory peer reviewer training will enable assessment of the appropriate integration of S&G in funded basic science protocols. Second, science journal editors will start adopting S&G reporting requirements in their editorial policies as per the Sex and Gender Equity in Reporting (SAGER) guidelines. Both of these levers will ensure that research results are accurate, reproducible and applicable to both sexes.

8.2 Views from USA

In 1993, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Revitalization Act mandated inclusion of women in clinical trials. However, in the legislation,

Figure 7 Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats—SWOT analysis for including sex specific aspects in basic research.
there was no mention of basic human physiological functional studies or mechanistic studies utilizing isolated cells or tissues. In 2001, the Institute of Medicine, ‘Exploring the Biological Contribution of Human Health: Does Sex Matter?’ focused attention on the need to consider sex as a biological variable from basic to translational research (Table 1). However, acceptance and consideration of sex as a biological variable was not embraced by the scientific community, a shortcoming which prompted the NIH to implement policies requiring investigators to account for S&G in the design and data analysis with sound scientific justification to study only one sex (NOT-OD-15-102: Consideration of Sex as a Biological Variable in NIH Funded Research and NOT-OD-15-103: Enhancing Reproducibility through Rigor and Transparency). Implementation of these policies began in 2016. Long-term success of these policies will require careful monitoring and education to embed concepts of S&G into all levels of science education. Basic and clinical scientists continue to partner with advocacy groups such as the Society of Women’s Health Research and professional societies (e.g. Organization for the Study of Sex Differences, the American Physiological Society and the Endocrine Society) to increase research and reporting of data on S&G differences in basic and translational research. Online resources and methodological guides continue to be developed and are available to facilitate learning for undergraduate, graduate and health care professionals. A report of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Working Group on Sex Differences Research in Cardiovascular Disease has been launched recently that points the scientific questions and challenges for future research.

8.3 Views from Japan

S&G differences on cardiovascular diseases were recognized in Japan at the annual meeting of the Japanese College of Cardiology in 1999. The promoting members founded the predecessor of the Japanese Association for Gender-Specific Medicine that consisted of clinical and basic researchers among various fields in 2003. In 2010, the ‘Guidelines for Gender-Specific Cardiovascular Disease (JCS 2010)’ has been issued by the Japanese Circulation Society. Another initiative in Japan that began in 2001 was the increase in number of outpatient clinics for women which was not embraced by the scientific community, a shortcoming which prompted the NIH to implement policies requiring investigators to account for S&G in the design and data analysis with sound scientific justification to study only one sex (NOT-OD-15-102: Consideration of Sex as a Biological Variable in NIH Funded Research and NOT-OD-15-103: Enhancing Reproducibility through Rigor and Transparency). Implementation of these policies began in 2016. Long-term success of these policies will require careful monitoring and education to embed concepts of S&G into all levels of science education. Basic and clinical scientists continue to partner with advocacy groups such as the Society of Women’s Health Research and professional societies (e.g. Organization for the Study of Sex Differences, the American Physiological Society and the Endocrine Society) to increase research and reporting of data on S&G differences in basic and translational research. Online resources and methodological guides continue to be developed and are available to facilitate learning for undergraduate, graduate and health care professionals. A report of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Working Group on Sex Differences Research in Cardiovascular Disease has been launched recently that points the scientific questions and challenges for future research.

9. Options for the future

For promoting sex-specific basic research, the definition of scientific excellence is a critical issue. Depending on the scientific culture, dominant thinking may be that excellent science is to define a new pathway per se and not to characterize, in which human subjects, females or males, young or old, it may be effective. This attitude may however change since scientists acquire more societal responsibility and society requests payback from its investment in biomedical research. Consideration of S&G is a cornerstone for improving quality and reproducibility of basic and translational science.

There is rising public, professional and regulatory awareness related to the importance of S&G Specific Medicine. Paradigms are being changed, research in the area of S&G topics is expanding, and high standard scientific meetings on the topic are being held worldwide and in many medical schools S&G Specific Medicine has been introduced into the curriculum. The International Society for Gender Medicine (www.iso gem.com) includes currently eight national societies. S&G Specific Medicine is now being perceived as a major step in the improvement of the quality of medical care for men and women. Continuous efforts need to be invested in order to keep and increase this momentum and to increase our fundamental knowledge. Table 2 highlights the recommendations for future research in the field.
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